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 A military insentry in the form of an experienced officer (Arshad Warsi) to the post of battalion commander, as a responsible
lieutenant-colonel, not just to control the situation at the heliport of the post, but also to avoid involvement in the post-operative
proceedings of war, in the form of an elderly official in the army.The powerful encounter between the Indians and the Pakistani
and the striking images of the war are like a film to the viewer. The soldiers, the dying, and the dead. They also hold the real life

and feel the pulse of the soldiers of the Indian Army. The Battle of Kargil is indeed the clincher of the Indian Army. BIJMU
ALAM LONDON: Bijumal, a budding artist who has successfully competed in regional and national level competitions and is a

winner in the Pre-Consulation short film competition held in the Kolkata International Film Festival, has been selected to
participate in the first ever Filmfestival this month in the Capital. Alam is also in the finals of the first ever reality television

show on the new generation and upcoming artistes. He has even been selected as one of the 12 finalist of the contest and a part
of the 'coming of age' show and he will be supported by the famous presenter of the show Mr. Kunal Ramesh in his journey of

building a career. The show is being aired from August 17,2008. The film festival will be held on August 10 and will have a
special screening for Bijumal and will also give him an opportunity to interact with the audience. The film will be shown under
the banner of 'Infilm Ltd' and will be directed by Anushree Dutta and produced by Kunal Ramesh under their banner 'In Films
Ltd. (TNN) North Star International is a very new company; they have been in operation for 2 years now. For that 2 years they
have been bringing the Best International series in the North American Market. This year they will be bringing a New line of

Programming, 'What's Up' with Gary Chapman, very well known and highly respected for his role on the well known Television
Show called 'The Gary Chapman Show' on the Trio network. He is currently interviewing 12 men & women about what God is
asking them to do, in the area of their life and they will be aired on the New Channel called 'Turning Point' on GCN in October
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